Projector for Wireless Display

In room 338 Davenport Hall, you can display your computer, laptop or mobile device onto the projector mounted on the South wall by following these steps. Continue onto the next page for how to display devices but start here for the main audio & video controls. The 2 remote controls you need should be hanging on the wall beside the instructor podium if they were put back after last use.

**PROJECTOR**

Use the Epson remote to turn the projector on/off with the orange power button.

If it does not display the “AirMedia” screen shown here, try pressing the “Source Search” button on the remote.

**AUDIO**

Use the speaker remote to turn on the speaker bar mounted on the wall beside the projector. Just use the volume up/down or mute buttons to adjust the audio.

**Trouble?**

Someone may have changed audio settings. There are 3 stickers on the speaker above 3 lights that should be on.

**Left—Power:** If it’s off, press the power button on the remote.

**Center—Input:** If it’s not lit, then press the Input selector button until it is.

**Right—Mode:** there are several modes—theater, stereo, stadium, etc. It doesn’t matter which you select, this light or those to the right, but this sounded best to us.

**Trouble?**

It might be the battery. Contact atlas-rooms@illinois.edu in room G8 FLB. PH# 217-333-6300.

Continue to the next page to see how to display a laptop or mobile device, as well as for instructions on how students can view the projector image on their computers.